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Introduction
This Program focuses on third-party closing opinions 
relating to the issuance of membership interests in limited 
liability companies (“LLCs”) to purchasers of such interests.

LLCs have become the preferred business entity in many 
private and some public transactions. 

This Program will focus on the guidance provided by the 
TriBar Opinion Committee in its Supplemental TriBar LLC 
Opinion Report: Opinion on LLC Membership Interests, 66 
The Business Lawyer 1065 (2011) (the “Supplemental 
Report”).
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TriBar Opinion Committee
TriBar Opinion Committee (“Tribar”) is comprised of:

(i)  Special Committee on Legal Opinions in Commercial Transactions, New 
York County Lawyers’ Association,

(ii) Corporation Law Committee, The Association of the Bar of the City of 
New York, and 

(iii) Special Committee on Legal Opinions of the Business Law Section, 
New York State Bar Association.

TriBar is viewed as the leading legal organization with respect to third 
party closing legal opinions, including closing opinions related to LLCs.

TriBar has issued two reports on third party closing opinions for LLCs.
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TriBar Opinion Committee:
LLC Reports

• Third-Party Closing Opinions: Limited Liability 
Companies, 61 The Business Lawyer 679 
(2006) (the “2006 Report”).

• Supplemental TriBar LLC Opinion Report: 
Opinion on LLC Membership Interests, 66 The 
Business Lawyer 1065 (2011) (the 
“Supplemental Report”).

• https://www.americanbar.org/groups/business_law/committees/opinions/tribar/
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Third Party Closing Opinions: 
Relating to LLC Membership Interests

• General

– The Supplemental Report supplements and should be 
read together with the 2006 Report.

– The Supplemental Report addresses opinions 
sometimes given to purchasers of LLC interests in 
both registered public offerings and private 
placements of LLC interests.

– Opinions addressed include:
• Valid issuance of LLC interests.

• Admission of purchasers as members of LLC.

• Certain obligations of purchasers to make payments and 
contributions to the LLC.

• Personal liability of purchasers to third parties.
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Third-Party Closing Opinions:
Relating to LLC Membership Interests

Valid Issuance of LLC Interests:

• Meaning:
– Creation and issuance satisfied statutory (applicable LLC statute) and documentation 

requirements (i.e. certificate of formation and operating agreement of LLC).

– Terms of LLC interests do not violate the applicable LLC statute or organization documents 
(i.e. certificate of formation and operating agreement of LLC).

• Requirements:
– LLC validly existing.

– LLC power to create the LLC interests.

• Opinion does not address:

– Enforceability of terms of LLC interests or operating agreement. 

– Securities or antitrust laws.

– Fiduciary duties.

– UCC status of LLC Interests (i.e. general intangibles or securities).

• “Duly authorized” language.
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Third-Party Closing Opinions:
Relating to LLC Membership Interests

• Sample Form of Opinion for Issuance of LLC Membership Interest:
“The [LLC Interests] are validly issued [limited liability company interest in the LLC].”

• Issuance of LLC Interest Opinion.

• Due Diligence Checklist:
1. Confirm that the LLC Interests to be issued are duly authorized.

2. Obtain a copy of the LLC’s certificate of formation, as amended, (preferably a certified copy obtained from the 
State of formation) and review them to confirm compliance with any specified minimum amount or form of 
consideration.

3. Review the LLC’s operating agreement (a copy certified as true and correct by a manager, member or an 
officer) to confirm compliance with any specified minimum amount or form of consideration.

4. Review compliance with the LLC statute regarding the statutory requirements to become a member of the 
LLC and the form of contribution required for such LLC Interest.

5. Obtain all subscription agreements, if any, whether pre-formation or post-formation, if applicable, referred to 
in the authorizing resolutions, confirming the consideration to be received by the LLC.

6. Review resolutions of the manager(s) or member(s) (a copy of same certified as true and correct by a 
manager, member or officer) confirming that they have taken the action(s) required by the applicable LLC 
statute, the LLC’s certificate of formation and the LLC’s operating agreement, and that  the consideration to 
be received for the issuance of the LLC Interests satisfies the requirements of the LLC statute and the 
certificate of formation and the operating agreement.

7. Include an express assumption in the opinion letter or obtain a certificate from an appropriate officer or 
representative of the LLC that any required consideration for the issuance of the LLC Interests has been 
received by the LLC.
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Third-Party Closing Opinions:
Relating to LLC Membership Interests

• Admission of purchaser of LLC interests as a member of the LLC.
– The acquisition of LLC interest does not automatically mean that the 

purchaser is admitted as a “member” of the LLC.  A purchaser that is 
not a “member” may only be an “assignee” of the LLC interest.

– This opinion means that the purchaser has been admitted as a 
“member” of the LLC in compliance with the statutory (applicable LLC 
statute) and document (certificate of formation and operating 
agreement) requirements.

• This Opinion Does Not Address:
– Enforcement of obligations of operating agreement.

– Power of purchaser to be a “member” of the LLC under governing law.
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Third-Party Closing Opinions:
Relating to LLC Membership Interests

• Admission of Purchaser as a Member Opinion.

Due Diligence Checklist:
1.  Confirm that the LLC Interests to be issued are validly issued (see discussion above).

2.  Obtain a copy of the LLC’s certificate of formation, as amended, (preferably a certified copy 
obtained from the State of formation) and review them to confirm compliance with any specified 
conditions to admission as a member of the LLC, if any.

3.  Review the LLC’s operating agreement (a copy certified as true and correct by a manager, 
member or an officer) to confirm compliance with any specified conditions on admission as a 
member of the LLC.

4.  If the Purchaser is a transferee of an LLC Interest, if applicable, review the LLC statute to 
confirm that such new transferee has complied with such statute.

5.   If applicable, review the LLC statute to confirm that such Purchaser has not dissociated from 
the LLC and, if the Purchaser is a transferee of an LLC interest, then, if applicable, that the 
Transferor has not dissociated from the LLC.

(Cont.)
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Third-Party Closing Opinions:
Relating to LLC Membership Interests

• Admission of Purchaser as a Member Opinion.

Due Diligence Checklist:
6.  Obtain all subscription agreements, if any, whether pre-formation or post-formation, if 
applicable, referred to in the authorizing resolutions, to confirm compliance with any specified 
conditions on admission as a member of the LLC.

7.   Review resolutions of the manager(s) or member(s) (a copy certified as true and correct by a 
manager, member or officer) to confirm compliance with any specified conditions to the issuance 
or transfer, as the case may be, of an LLC Interest and admission as a member of the LLC.

8.  Include an express assumption that the Purchaser does not have knowledge or notice of a 
restriction at the time of purchase or transfer, as the case may be, that limits the Purchaser’s 
ability to become a member (if Opining Counsel has not confirmed that all specified conditions to 
the purchase or transfer, as the case may be, of an LLC Interest and admission as a member of 
the LLC have been satisfied).

9.  Include an express assumption in the Opinion or obtain a certificate from an appropriate officer 
or representative of the LLC that any conditions set forth any subscription agreement and the 
operating agreement that are required for admission as a member of the LLC have been satisfied.
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Third-Party Closing Opinions:
Relating to LLC Membership Interests

• Obligations of purchasers of LLC interests to make payments and 
contributions to the LLC.

– Form of opinion varies.

– Typically does not use “fully paid and non assessable” language.

– Addresses obligations to make payments or contributions to the LLC.

– Typically references Subscription Agreement and Operating Agreement without describing 
the “capital contribution” terms of such documents.

• Sample Form of Opinion regarding obligations of purchaser of LLC interests 
to make payments and contributions to the LLC:

“Under the [applicable LLC statute], purchasers of LLC Interests have no obligation to make further
payments for their purchase of LLC Interests or contributions to the LLC solely by reason of their
ownership of LLC Interests or their status as members of the LLC, except as provided in [the
Subscription Agreement or the Operating Agreement] and [except for their obligation to repay any
funds wrongfully distributed to them [as set forth in Section ____ of the LLC statute].”
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Third-Party Closing Opinions:
Relating to LLC Membership Interests

• Obligations of purchasers of LLC interests 
to make payments and contributions to the LLC.

Due Diligence Checklist:

1.  Confirm that under applicable LLC statute, the purchaser has no 
obligation to make additional payments or contributions to or for the benefit 
of the LLC. 

2.  Consider excluding from the opinion the subscription agreement or the 
operating agreement of the LLC.

3.  Consider including an express assumption in the opinion letter or obtain 
a certificate from an appropriate officer or representative of the LLC that the 
purchaser has not agreed to make additional payments or contributions to 
or for the benefit of the LLC, except as forth in the subscription agreement 
or the operating agreement of the LLC. 
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Third-Party Closing Opinions:
Relating to LLC Membership Interests

• Personal liability of purchasers of LLC interests to third parties.
– Not typically covered in opinions on corporations.

– Originated from opinions given with respect to limited partnerships.

– Typically combined with opinion addressing obligations to make payments and contributions 
(as discussed earlier).

– Limit to liability arising “solely by reason of being a member.”

• Sample Form of Opinion regarding personal liability of purchasers of
LLC interests to third parties:

“Under the [applicable LLC statute], purchasers of LLC Interests have no obligation to make further
payments for their purchase of LLC Interests or contributions to the LLC solely by reason of their
ownership of LLC Interests or their status as members of the LLC and have no personal liability for
the debts, obligations and liabilities of the LLC, whether arising in contract, tort or otherwise, solely
by reason of being or acting as a member or manager of the LLC, except as provided in [the
Subscription Agreement or the Operating Agreement and except for their obligation to repay any
funds wrongfully distributed to them [as set forth in Section _____ of the applicable LLC statute] and
[provided that such member does not engage in conduct that may impose personal liability upon
such member as set forth in Section __________ of the appliable LLC statute].”
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Third-Party Closing Opinions:
Relating to LLC Membership Interests

Clarification regarding the meaning of the phrase “solely by reason of being or acting as a member or manager”:

“The phrase "solely by reason of being or acting as a member or manager" in opinion paragraph ____ has been included
to make clear that such opinion does not cover personal liability that a purchaser may have that is not attributable solely
to the purchaser’s status as a member or manager, such as the personal liability a purchaser may have as a result of: (i)
a purchaser’s status as a controlling person under the securities laws, the environmental laws or other applicable laws,
(ii) a purchaser’s execution of any guaranty agreement, indemnity agreement or other agreement in his, her or its
personal capacity and not on behalf of the LLC, such as a financial guaranty and/or an environmental indemnification
agreement in connection with a loan provided to the LLC, (iii) a purchaser’s service in another capacity for the LLC, for
example, as a manager of a manager-managed LLC or as a member of a member-managed LLC or as an officer of the
LLC, (iv) a purchaser’s own tortious or wrongful conduct or (v) application of "piercing the veil legal theory," alter ego, or
similar equitable doctrines with respect to the purchaser and the LLC.”

Personal liability of purchasers of LLC interests to third parties.
Due Diligence Checklist:

1.  Consider excluding from the opinion the subscription agreement, if any, and the LLC’s operating agreement. 

2.  Consider including the recommended clarification as to the meaning of “solely by reason of being or acting as a 
member or manager” as set forth above in the opinion letter.

3.  Consider including an express assumption in the opinion letter that, if the purchaser is acting as a manager in a 
manager-managed LLC or a member in a member-managed LLC, the purchaser does not engage in any conduct that 
may impose personal liability upon a manager or member as described in Section ____ of the applicable LLC statute.

4.  Include an express assumption in the opinion letter or obtain a certificate from an appropriate officer or 
representative of the LLC that the purchaser has not agreed to be personally liable for any debts, obligations or 
liabilities of the LLC, except as forth in the subscription agreement, if any, and the operating agreement of the LLC. 
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Opinion Letters
• Opinion letters- legal analyses based on assumed 

facts obtained from officer certificates, 
statements from clients and other sources of 
information.

• Assumptions the opinion issuer relies on must 
be true or assumed to be true.

• Cannot rely upon a stated assumption if the 
attorney knows it to be untrue.
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Opinion Letters-Client v. Third Party

• A client opinion letter is simply a 
communication between a lawyer and a 
client.

• The letter serves as a statement of the 
attorney’s professional opinion regarding 
the legal matters addressed in the letter.

• Typically not shared with third parties.
Copyright 2020
Gorby, Peters & Associates, LLC. 
All Rights Reserved. 21



Third Party Closing Opinion Letter
• Most TPCOLs will include: (1) whether entering 

into the current agreement will cause a default in 
an existing agreement;

• (2) whether the financial outlook of the parties 
is affected by any pending civil action or 
investigation; and

• (3) whether the provisions of the closing 
agreement are enforceable as written.
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Duties of the Opinion Giver

• The opinion giver must determine: The 
information required;

• The appropriate source for such information;
• The vehicle to be used for obtaining the 

information;
• The source’s reliability under the circumstances 

in which the opinion is being rendered. 
• Bottom line-Can someone verify this? If not, fact 

is not established.
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Duties of the Opinion Giver

• Opinion letters rely upon verifications of many facts.
• Certificates- contain the building blocks of facts that 

allow the rendering of an opinion.
• Should not rest upon “ultimate” facts which simply 

restate the opinion sought, e.g., “the transaction was 
duly authorized.”

• Certificate may use legal terms (e.g., “notice was 
duly given”) but should not give legal conclusions 
e.g., “notice satisfies the requirements set forth in 
the operating agreement.
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Duties of the Opinion Giver
• One of the most basic concerns for opinion giver 

should be the scope of the opinion letter.

• The attorney must be aware of what bodies of 
law are covered by the opinion letter, as those 
laws define the scope of the lawyer‘s professional 
judgment on the issues.

• This will be used to determine whether the 
attorney’s judgment was proper.
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Duties of the Opinion Giver
• Certificate must be obtained from an individual, 

not the entity.

• Example, LLC with third party management-
certificate should be signed by member of 
management team with respect to management 
issues.

• However, individual signing certificate does not 
necessarily have to have actual knowledge.
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Duties of the Opinion Giver

Certificate not necessarily reliable simply because 
it states a fact. 

Most information comes from individuals 
interested in the transaction and probably 
represented by the opinion giver. 

However, the formality of certificates lends 
seriousness of focus on the inquiry.
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Duties of the Opinion Giver
• In a complex financial transaction the opining 

counsel may be requested to render an opinion 
beyond her expertise.

• In such circumstances, the opining counsel may 
assume or rely on the opinion of other counsel as 
one of the building blocks of the subject opinion.

• The opining counsel must believe the other counsel’s 
opinion is reasonable which requires ascertaining 
his reputation for competence in the process of 
engaging that other counsel.
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Misrepresentations/Mistakes

• Recipient of opinion usually not the client.

• Opinion giver must give fair answers to the 
posed questions, but is not required to figure out 
what else Recipient might be interested in.

• Represented recipients are assumed to be 
making conscious decisions as to what opinions 
should be requested. 
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Misrepresentations/Mistakes

• Recipient may be aware that an issue is complex 
and prefer to take the risk and make their own 
decision about that issue. 

• The opinion giver can assume the other side 
knows and understands customary practice and 
will seek the advice of counsel.
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Misrepresentations/Mistakes

• However, different standard applied if the opinion 
giver knows his client is about to commit fraud. 

• A technically accurate opinion will not prevent the 
opinion giver from being deemed a participant in 
fraud. 

• A legal opinion which is correct within the four 
corners of meaning established by customary 
practice may still be misleading, and customary 
practice imposes a duty not to deliver a legal opinion 
that would be misleading under the circumstances. 
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Misrepresentations/Mistakes

• Problem arises where a standard exception masks a 
problem more serious than commonly understood.

• Example- the opinion that “no litigation has been 
asserted in writing,” where the opining counsel was 
present two days before in heated discussions 
during which litigation was orally threatened but not 
actually initiated by written document.

• This would be misleading.
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Misrepresentations/Mistakes

• Day v. Dorsey & Whitney-8th Cir. 
• Plaintiffs sued law firm for fraudulent/negligent 

misrepresentation resulting from a third-party 
opinion letter.

• Law firm contended it was retained solely to 
address questions concerning securities law.

• Plaintiffs claimed the firm had an obligation to 
review Indian gaming matters and to adequately
address those issues in opinion letter.
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Misrepresentations/Mistakes

• The court granted summary judgment to law firm.

• The court noted that the engagement letter between 
the firm and corporation seemed to limit the firm‘s 
representation to securities law.

• The corporation (law firm’s client) was (allegedly) in 
violation of federal Indian gaming law, and federal 
agents had raided the corporation‘s offices, seizing 
company records, books, and computer equipment.
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Cost/Benefits Analysis/Consequences

• CBA-The key guiding principle for determining 
the appropriateness of a third-party opinion is 
whether the benefit derived warrants the time 
and expense required to prepare the opinion.

• The focus is on the real utility of third-party 
opinions. 

• Helps to orient discussions about the use of 
opinions around their economic value. 
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Cost/Benefits Analysis/Consequences

• Opinion requestor should consider: What 
expected benefits are provided and under what 
circumstances are these benefits likely to be 
achieved.

• Can the benefits be obtained in ways that are 
less “costly” than the issuance of a third-party 
opinion. 
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Cost/Benefits Analysis/Consequences

• Four classes of costs associated with third party 
opinion letters:

• Negotiating the scope of the opinion and what 
“disclaimers” will be used;

• Legal research to determine current status of law in 
all relevant areas;

• Firm processing costs (vetting the opinion within 
the firm);

• ”Comfort costs”- drafting certificates and other 
support documents on factual assumptions in the 
opinion.
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Cost/Benefits Analysis/Consequences

• Both the requesting entity and the opinion 
preparer must consider the consequences of 
deleting an area of inquiry based on CBA.

• What might the repercussions be for failing to 
include a topic.

• Liability concerns- Can the opinion giver agree 
not to include a topic in the opinion. 
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